ONLINE DICTIONARIES IN MANY LANGUAGES OMNIGLOT
online dictionaries in many languages omniglot
Links to online monolingual, bilingual and multilingual dictionaries for
many languages
careers using foreign languages omniglot the online
Careers using languages. A knowledge of one or more foreign languages
can be useful in a wide range of careers. For some jobs, such as
translating, interpreting and language teaching, language skills are one of
the main requirements.
dictionaries and language resources refdesk
Grammar and Style Resources DICTIONARY AND LANGUAGE
RESOURCES. A.Word.A.Day ; Acronym Finder - With more than
900,000 human-edited definitions, Acronym Finder is the world's largest
and most comprehensive dictionary of acronyms, abbreviations, and
initialisms.; Acronyms Used in the Computer Community; Advice on
Research and Writing
audioeloquence pronunciation dialect accent resources
Key: = phonetic rendering = audio samples (including some video)
PRONUNCIATION SITES by TOPIC: Bible â€¢ Bible Words: Phonetic
Pronunciation â€” Extensive pronunciation guide for Bible words and
names, also including notes on common mispronunciations to avoid (e.g.,
for Abednego: â€œuh-BED-nih-goh* [not uh-BEN-dih-goh].â€• â€¢
Biblical Greek and Hebrew Lexicons â€” Linguistic resource from ...
flteach foreign language teaching forum
Many other Web Links are available for foreign language teachers. We
have grouped together a number of Collections put together by FL
colleagues so that we don't all have to reinvent the wheel. You will also
find a number of essential General FL Links.Finally we have listed a few
favorites language specific sites in a few languages.
language and linguistics links
The World Atlas of Language Structures Online Oxford University Press
WALS is a large database of structural (phonological, grammatical,
lexical) properties of languages gathered from descriptive materials by a
team of more than 40 authors WALS consists of 141 maps with
accompanying texts on diverse features (such as vowel inventory size,
noun-genitive order, passive constructions, and "hand ...
street smart language learning the roughly top 20
There are many reasons to pick a particular language to learn. If there is a
de facto second language of importance in your country (Spanish in the
States, French in Canada, etc.), it probably makes a lot of sense to choose
that language, particularly if you don't see any globe trotting in your
future.
linguistic history of india wikipedia
Satavahana Empire (230 BC â€“ AD 220) Kuninda Kingdom (200 BC
â€“ AD 300) Mitra Dynasty (c. 150 â€“ c. 50 BC) Shunga Empire
(185â€“73 BC) Indo-Greek Kingdom

